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Teaser: Malware Forensics-Workshop
• Malware Types
• Infection methodology.
• Malware Memory Forensics (Hands on)
Ahmed M Neil, OWASP Local chapter leader and Public speaker

Ahmed M Neil. He is a well known thought leader in application security and Digital Forensics whose work focuses on
approaching to information security, Risk Analysis, and Digital Forensics. He holds a MSc in Information Systems - Computer
Forensics, Mansoura University, Egypt. He is available to travel for the purpose of consultation with other experts in the field of
security. He also is willing to train others so that they may share his methods, seminars, workshops and professional procedures.”

9:45

Estonia’s Experience in Defending Digital Society
In this presentation we will provide security related insights of digital society from the point of view of national cyber security
agency. Our national cyber security strategy from 2008 was to increase cyber security capabilities and raise the population’s
awareness of cyber threats, thereby ensuring continued confidence in cyberspace. Estonia is currently implementing national
cyber security strategy 2.0 adopted in 2014.The new strategy builds upon the experiences gained from implementing the previous strategy and experiences from other states.

• Q: How does cyber security for at the national level integrated into all sectors? A:Very practical solutions
• Situational awareness, risk control and R&D activities, and risk-awareness facilitation in the development of the state, 		
society, and economy
• The synchronization of cyber security with military planning and civil emergencies in a NATO country
Sven Kivvistik, Cyber Security Branch -Head of Risk Control and Advisory Department,
Estonian Information System Authority
Mr. Sven Kivvistik currently leads the Risk Control and Advisory Department of the Estonian Information System Authority (RIA).
He has close to 20 years of experience in the field of regulatory compliance, risk management and fraud investigations. Before
joining public sector in 2014, he worked in the Ericsson M-Commerce Compliance and Risk Control as Head of Fraud and Security,
previously his experience was within financial sector both as manager and as an expert specialist. Estonian Information System
Authority (RIA) is the central information technology, e-government services and cyber security agency in Estonia. The RIA
coordinates the development and administration of the state’s information system, organizes activities related to information
security, and handles the security incidents that have occurred in Estonian computer networks. RIA advises the providers of
public services on how to manage their information systems as per requirements and monitors them.

10:00

Hacking, Without too Much Hacking
Organizations world wide worry about zero day threats, advanced intrusions and high skill threat actors. What most fail
to think about is that the threats of tomorrow are potential risks, but the threats we have not addressed today will still be
remaining and guaranteed threats, constituting an ever increasing risk. Recent “HP Cyber Risk Report 2015” shows 44 % of
intrusions occur using 2-4 year old vulnerabilities. During this presentation we will look at some of the risks poor configurations,
legacy systems, default settings and a poor security awareness cause, and how this can be used to cheat at the casino, spy on
private citizens or breach the corporate networks of thousands of organizations. We will briefly look into SCADA, printers, cameras,
airplanes, IoT and hotspots to mention a few, but most importantly, we will do this with the scope on applicability – We end by
looking at how to tackle the problems, and at how this rather basic housekeeping maps into the standardized CIS Critical Security
Controls.
Martin Jartelius, CSO, Penetration Tester, Forensics analyst, Security Researcher, Outpost24

Vulnerability Management made easy

Martin is CSO with Outpost24, a Swedish Vulnerability Management Vendor. With a background in information security, forensics
and penetration testing, today Martins main research is tied to security in appliances and ICS/SCADA. Over the years Martin have
worked with security from strategy level to in depth forensics and penetration testing. He hold an interest in security of the units
and procedures most commonly forgotten in our networks, persistently going for the weakest link. When it comes to technical
security, there is no such thing as cheating or to easy to be fair, and Martin prefer the web application layer.
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Why Hacking Corporate Networks is Easy
Hear about real life examples of those critical vulnerabilities that pose the real high risk threats to corporations. Get insight
into common problems that allow attackers to gain entry into corporate networks and subsequently take full control. The talk
aims to provide true merit to managers responsible for IT security to better understand what aspects of IT security are most
important yet often overlooked.

• Learn why access to your network always means full compromise
• Learn how attackers gain entry to corporate networks
• Learn how to effectively increase your level of security
Dr. Jan Frederik Sima, Senior IT Security Analyst, Bluefrost Security

Dr. Sima is a Senior IT Security Analyst at Blue Frost Security. He is specialized in conducting in depth penetration testing and
security analyses. Dr. Sima has led several projects in and outside of Germany for companies in a wide range of industries.
These projects are among other topics, focused on attacking windows-based networks, theoretical and practical security
assessments of client-server architectures as well as securing production networks. Additionally, he is engaged in the research
lab analyzing contemporary technologies to discover new vulnerabilities and develop new attacks.

11:15

Automotive Cyber Security - Is a Cyber Secure Car possible?
A vehicle is a safety critical system, which means that vulnerabilities can potentially lead to life threatening hazards, nevertheless
they are connected to the Internet with self-driving capabilities, but is the world ready? Vehicle electrical systems are no longer
closed systems, but are exposed to threats that could lead to attacks. The security has not been able to catch up with the technical
development. Security needs to be integrated from the start and not as an afterthought.
Kim Strandberg, 1st Analysis Engineer, Volvo

Kim Strandberg works as an analysis engineer within the field of vehicle security at Volvo Cars, where he mainly analyze and
develop security related test methods. He has been working as a self-employed computer engineer consultant for over 10 years.
At 2013 he decided to specialize in computer systems and networks security through master thesis studies at Chalmers University
Of Technology. In the last part of this studies he looked into the field of vehicle security through a master thesis project and
found that there was a need for a methodology which considers security analysis for the whole range from the start of the
vehicle development to aftermarket release. He proposed a method named PPDM, Predict-Prevent-Detect-Method. This thesis
was later rewarded the ISACA Prize 2016 within the field of IT security.

13:15
		

Protecting the Honeypot: Monitoring, Detection and Response in a Large Intergovernmental
Organisation
The European Commission is a large (35000 users) operating in a complex technical and institutional environment. Situated
at a cross-roads of sensitive information it is an attractive target for sophisticated political espionage. The presentation will
describe the active set-up used for cyber-defence.

• The need for investments in tooling and tuning for the specific cyber environment
• The importance of information sharing
• The capacity to react quickly
Ken Ducatel, Director IT Security, European Commission, Directorate-General Digit

Ken Ducatel, British, aged 58, holds a PhD in economic geography from Bristol University and an MSc in transport policy from
Cranfield University in the UK. He has worked on information society policy for twenty years. He was a member of the Faculty of
University of Manchester for 14 years. From 1997 to 2003, he worked at the European Commission’s Institute for Prospective
Technological Studies in Seville, where he led the Institute’s flagship “Futures Project”. From 2004 to 2008 he was a member
of Commissioner Reding’s Cabinet responsible for Lisbon Strategy & Policies for the Information Society. In January 2009 he
became Head of Unit for the “Digital Agenda: Policy Coordination” in DG Information Society. In July 2012 he took the lead in
the unit “Software and Service, Cloud Computing Unit” in the newly formed DG CONNECT. In September 2014, he became the
Chief Information Security Officer in DG DIGIT with the responsibility for assuring the security of the Commission’s corporate
IT assets. He has also been appointed member of the ENISA Management Board in November 2014.As of January 1, 2016 he
was appointed Director of the newly created Directorate DIGIT.S “IT Security”. This new Directorate is reinforcing IT Security
capability and resources to meet the rising threat of cybersecurity, as cyber-attacks have not only increased exponentially but
have also become more sophisticated and harder to detect.
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Control the Access, Control the Asset
See how a hacker can gain a foothold in your infrastructure and ultimately access to your critical assets. The vendor risk –
Understand the risks if you utilise VPNs for your vendors and privileged access and discover how to lock down this threat. How
combining privileged session management with a secure password vault exponentially improves your security posture

• How combining privileged session management with a secure password vault exponentially improves your security posture
• How to improve productivity while also strengthening your security
• How you can implement this level of security quickly without a long term project so that you can see immediate results
Karl Lankford, Solutions Engineer, Bomgar

Karl Lankford is a Solutions Engineer with Bomgar, a leader in providing secure access solutions. Karl has worked at
Bomgar for 1.5 years after previously being with ThreatTrack Security, a leader in Malware Analysis. Karl has acquired a widerange of experience and knowledge working as an infrastructure consultant for the last 10 years across multiple industries that
include Government, Financial and Global Service Providers.

14:00

What Works: How to Design a Gender Diverse Cybersecurity Workforce
In the session we will share how you can attain business agility and security across the data center and your cloud platforms
through visualization, automation and orchestration of security policies--all from a single console.

• What we can do to attract and retain more women in cyber security?
• What lessons can we learn from other industries that are addressing this problem?
• How we can remove barriers to entry whilst obtaining the right calibre of professional?
Jane Frankland, Founder, Cyber Security Capital

Jane Frankland is a successful cyber security entrepreneur, author, speaker and business consultant. She is also a Board Advisor for
ClubCISO, a private forum for over 140 senior cyber security FTSE leaders, an SC Magazine Awards Judge and has been nominated for
Cyber Security Woman of the Year 2016. She has built and sold her own seven-figure global cyber security and penetration testing consultancy and is frequently invited to speak about entrepreneurship, women in business and cyber security at events around the world.
Jane has over 18 years worth of experience in cyber security and has held directorships and senior executive positions within her own
companies and at several large PLCs, including The NCC Group. Through her latest venture, Cyber Security Capital, she is helping to
mobilise a cyber security workforce by connecting people, opportunities and resources.Jane believes passionately in entrepreneurship, empowerment and freedom. Through her work she wants to help more people get into cyber security and develop to the best of
their abilities. Furthermore, to see more businesses survive and thrive, free from cybercrime. She is particularly interested in diversity
in the cyber security workplace and is currently writing a book about women in cyber security, which will be published later this year.
In addition, Jane is planning a cyber security gender diversity event and developing a platform that will connect professionals from
the whole cyber security ecosystem to mentors, trainers and employers. Jane has a BA (Hons) from Loughborough University and is a
Fellow of the Institute of Sales & Marketing (ISMM).

14:45

European General Data Protection Regulation: a Strategic Compliance Approach for Companies
What is the new regulation on data protection? And, is it a business opportunity? How to secure your position from a legal
perspective, and what laws you should know. How to Budget for 2017 legislative changes.

• How to structure an effective corporate data protection compliance programme in compliance with the new General Data 		
Protection Regulation (GDPR)
• How to turn data protection compliance in a corporate asset in order to obtain a Return of Investment (ROI)
• How to leverage some key provisions of the GDPR in order to benefit from the regulation already in 2017 and create a smooth
transition towards the new data protection related obligations
Paolo Balboni, President of the European Privacy Association

Paolo Balboni (Ph.D.) is a top tier European ICT, Privacy & Data Protection lawyer and serves as Data Protection Officer
(DPO) for multinational companies. Lead Auditor BS ISO/IEC 27001:2013 (IRCA Certified). Dr. Balboni (qualified lawyer
admitted to the Milan Bar) is a Founding Partner of ICT Legal Consulting (ICTLC), a law firm with offices in Milan, Bologna,
Rome, an International Desk in Amsterdam, and multiple Partner Law Firms around the world. He is the Co-Chair of the CSA
Privacy Level Agreement Working Group, President of the European Privacy Association based in Brussels and the Cloud
Computing Sector Director and Responsible for Foreign Affairs at the Italian Institute for Privacy based in Rome.
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What 25 Years Working in the Anti-Virus Industry Taught me
Graham Cluley, Security Analyst, www.grahamcluley.com

Graham Cluley is an award-winning security blogger, researcher and public speaker. He has been a well-known figure in
the computer security industry since the early 1990s when he worked as a programmer, writing the first ever version of Dr
Solomon’s Anti-Virus Toolkit for Windows. Since then he has been employed in senior roles by companies such as Sophos
and McAfee. Graham Cluley has given talks about computer security for some of the world’s largest companies, worked with law
enforcement agencies on investigations into hacking groups, and regularly appears on TV and radio explaining computer security
threats.Graham Cluley was inducted into the InfoSecurity Europe Hall of Fame in 2011, and was given an honorary mention in the
”10 Greatest Britons in IT History” for his contribution as a leading authority in internet security. Follow him on Twitter at @gcluley.

9:30

De-risking Digital
As digitalisation takes priority in the board, security challenges will be enormous. This talk will look at how enterprises can be
prepared to de-risk their digital journey.

• What is digitalisation ?
• What are the trends ?
• How to secure the digital road map?
Oliver Newbury, CTO, BT Security

Oliver is responsible for defining and driving delivery of the technical strategy and capability roadmap for Security within BT to
ensure BT’s own approach and portfolio of security products & services stays ahead of the constantly evolving threat landscape.
Oliver leads an expert global team of cyber security specialists, architects and engineers whose role includes driving pull-through of
innovative security capability, evaluating new security technology and partners, cyber security service design, architectural authority
for BT’s Security capability and portfolio and the delivery of advanced cyber defence solutions and services to BT’s clients globally.
Oliver’s previous roles include:
Establishing and leading BT Security’s cyber consultancy practice, aimed at helping major global clients, through consultation, to
better understand their security posture with a risk-based approach to cyber security; the establishment of a specialist Cyber Defence Services organisation within BT providing a full spectrum of cyber defence services to the Government and Defence sectors
and working closely with the UK Government to deliver the UK National Cyber Security Strategy. Earlier in his career, Oliver gained
a broad base of technical expertise across software architecture, high-speed packet processing, complex systems engineering,
service provider networking, security architecture, network forensics, malware analysis, Big Data and Data Science.

10:15

The Russia Threat Matrix and the Dangers of Evasion
Russia is waging extensive information wars and has increased heavily its intelligence gathering activities in all of Scandinavia.
The Russian Intelligence Community is systematically stress testing different parts of critical infrastructure as well as communication
and command systems. Russia is now considered the largest threat to national security in both Norway, Sweden and many other
countries. The public is kept in the dark and know very little about the ongoing escalation of the threat level. Kjetil Stormark
explains the faults of such a strategy, and defines the agenda of the power brokers in the Kremlin.

• The overall strategy of disruption and disinformation by the Kremlin
• Independent explanation of Scandinavian counter-strategy
• The future of information warfare in Scandinavia
Kjetil Stormark, Editor, Aldrimer.no

Kjetil Stormark is the editor-in-chief of the National securityreporting initiative Aldrimer.no in Norway. The online newspaper has
broken many stories on national security incidents in Norway, Sweden and the Baltics. Stormark is an award-winning reporter
and specializes in larger documentary projects and topics such as intelligence, military affairs and defense, terrorism and
international security. He has been the editor-in- chief and managing editor of several newspapers. Stormark is a former PR
consultant at JKL Oslo. He was also the press counsellor at the Norwegian Mission to the UN in New York when Norway was a
member of the Security Council in 2001-2002.
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Public/Private Dialogue on Defense of Society
Cyber has emerged as the battleground between the forces of order and disorder and upended what we knew about security.
The traditional defense logic suggests unilateral government solutions and actions, however for cyber those are blurred by
market logic and commercial imperatives. Nevertheless, the Armed Forces and other government agencies are dependent on
healthy networks and resilient private services. And now, when digital systems are more embedded in the physical world – the
defense of society needs to be able to jointly manage the risks. How do we come about doing that?

• Cyberdefense requires playing both offense and defense – how do we work smart to afford the costly defense?
• Cyber capabilities exist in private sector available to support cyber defense – can it?
• Governments are not cyber innovators, however they need to find ways to discuss vulnerabilities with industry to gear up
solutions – will they?
Robert Limmergård, Secretary General, Swedish Security and Defense Industry Association (SOFF)

Robert Limmergård is the Secretary General of the Swedish Security and Defence Industry Association (SOFF). The purpose
of the Association is to promote the common interests of the security and defence industry and to strive for increased
understanding of its importance to Swedish security and defence policy.

11:15

Security Policy Management in the Age of Cloud and SDN
Hear about real life examples of those critical vulnerabilities that pose the real high risk threats to corporations.
Get insight into common problems that allow attackers to gain entry into corporate networks and subsequently take full control.
The talk aims to provide true merit to managers responsible for IT security to better understand what aspects of IT security are
most important yet often overlooked.

• Learn why access to your network always means full compromise
• Learn how attackers gain entry to corporate networks
• Learn how to effectively increase your level of security
Mikkel Borve, Nordic Sales Manager, Algosec
Max Shirshov, Nordics Technical Manager, Algosec
Mikkel Borve is responsible for AlgoSec in the Nordics having worked many years in IT Security and a total of more
than 20 years in the Nordics IT Sector, with companies such as Check Point, Amadeus, Telenor & Unwire. Mikkel
is strongly committed to deliver measureable value to the customers and even inspire for the future of the very
complex IT Security Management – which is part of the speak at the expo.
Max has been working in the information security field since 2009. He started in Check Point Software Technologies
and is currently in charge of AlgoSec’s technical operations in the Nordics and central Europe regions. He focuses
on network security, application centric security policy management and enterprise change automation. Max
participated in multiple security policy automation projects in the region, involving some of the largest companies in
the Nordic market.

11:40

Panel: Smart Cities – Cyber Security in a Digital Metropolis
When City Visions meet Cyber Threats. Governments worldwide are capitalizing on new ICT technologies – such as IoT, Cloud
Computing and Big Data to build smart cities. How can the cities balance the competitive global race of being “smart” and at
the same time promise their citizens a safe digital life?

• Smart City Cyber Security trends, best practices, innovative technologies and farsighted thoughts
• Insights on the privacy issue and personal security
• Global and local opportunities and requirements for new thinking about security
Paolo Balboni,
President of the
European Privacy
Association

David Francis,
European Cyber
Security Officer,
Huawei

Kim Strandberg, 1st
Analysis Engineer,
Volvo

Mikael Westerlund,
CTO, IP-Only

Aki Siponen,
National Technology
Officer, Microsoft
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Challenges for Future Ecosystems
We will describe the importance of cyber security being “built-in” not “bolted-on” by making cyber security part of an organization’s DNA.
Cyber can’t be fixed by one country, multinational or company, therefore we need to collaborate. All stakeholders have a part to play.

• Cyber security needs to be built into everything we do
• Collaboration is key to all of our success
• Supplier Management is a required core skill
David Francis, European Cyber Security Officer, Huawei

David Francis was appointed Huawei’s European Cyber Security Officer in August 2015, having previously been the CSO for Huawei in
the UK&I since 2013. David started his career with British Telecom as an engineer and has held senior positions in the IT sector in the
UK and the US since. Prior to joining Huawei, David was a Chief Operating Officer with an eCommerce platform. Also, he has worked
for Symantec for over 9 years, of which the last 5 as Vice President of Operations. At Symantec, David was responsible for the SaaS /
cloud operations unit, consisting of over 300 staff globally. Working closely with government and local authority customers, he has a
vast experience with cyber security challenges and requirements for both the public and the private sector.

12:30

Creating a Secure Business in a Hyper Connected World
Learn more about Ericsson´s security experience from delivering mission critical communication infrastructure for 140 years and
network managed services operation handling 1 billion subscribers.

• Everything connected opens up new business opportunities but also new vulnerabilities and potential attack vectors
• In a cloud-first world, the data flow is the new perimeter, as it needs to be protected at all stages through both trusted and
untrusted infrastructure
• Rapid threat changes increase the need for real-time response
We will especially take a closer look at Ericsson´s massively scalable industrial block chain based data centric security solution that
enables near real-time integrity verification of data at all stages.
Martin Fröjd, Head of Product Line Cloud & Data Platforms, Ericsson
Mikael Timsäter, Director Group Function Strategy Head of Security Portfolio Strategy & Execution, Ericsson
Martin Fröjd heads up Ericsson’s new product line for cloud native platforms, which includes security, data services
and developer platforms. Has a 10 year experience, most recently as Head of Strategy in Region Northeast Asia and
before that he held international roles in business development and consulting but started his career as system
architect and software engineer. Strong passion for cloud, innovation and technology strategy.
Mikael Timsäter, International ICT strategy and business development director with 20 years of experience within
management consulting, development of corporate strategy, new business development, product portfolio management
and innovation. Solid experience in strategic planning and execution within Cyber Security, Cloud/NFV/SDN and IoT.
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Elastic Defense
The Challenges Next Generation endpoint security solutions need to address to successfully protect against organisations
against a chaotic threat model.

• Common evasion techniques
• Cyber resilience
• Dynamic behavioral tracking
Andy Norton, Risk Officer, Sentinel One

Andy, has been an IT security professional for over 20 years, specialising in establishing emerging security technologies. He
began by enabling Remote access working practices in Europe in the 1990’s, advocating firewall and strong authentication
technologies, then moved to Asia, championing anomaly based detection methodologies at Symantec. He then helped
pioneer reputation based security at IronPort later Cisco. Returning to Europe in 2011 establishing the European Field
intelligence function at FireEye. He recently joined SentinelOne as the Risk Officer for EMEA, helping organisations reform
endpoint security.

14:30

Cyber Security in Industrial Control Systems
• Repeatable and traceable principles
• ICS must be a part of the BAU cyber security
• Know your stakeholders
Michele Hanson, CISO, Transport for London

Michele Hanson, the CISO for Transport for London (TfL) was tasked with creating an entire ‘ground up’ build of a cyber security
infrastructure in an industry that grosses annually £ 5 bil, and is exposed to significant risks. Michele created an entire cyber
security program for TfL, including senior security members, audit, marketing, press, communications, legal and HR representation,
and an avenue for 3rd party collaboration. This has created a self-sustaining cyber community with a shared stake in success. Prior
to working at TfL Michele spent 18 years supporting the US Department of Defense and the UK Ministry of Defence. Michele holds a
Bachelors of Economics, an MBA Information Security, is a certified ethical hacker and a Certified Information Security Manager.
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Using Machines to Combat Hackers
Cylance sees 500,000 new suspicious computer files every single day. Malware is out of control and laying siege to economies,
governments and businesses around the world. Learn how recent advancements in cloud computing, data science and machine
learning are helping combat the ever increasing war waged in cyber space!

• Nearly one million new malware threats are released every single day
• Malware is laying siege to economies, governments and businesses around the world
• Learn how advancements in cloud computing, data science and machine learning are combating the ever increasing 		
cybersecurity war!
Robin Sundin, Sales Engineer, Cylance

As a Systems Engineer at Cylance, Robin is focused on protecting everyone under the sun from cyberattacks. Robin is a
passionate info-security generalist with 20 years of experience in the industry. He is also a skilled security systems engineer
and is adept at understanding customer needs and drivers, and how to fulfill them with the correct solution.

10:30

Defending Against Phishing Attacks: Preparing and Using Human Sensors
As the security industry has continually failed to cultivate the human element of security, phishing has become the top attack
vector for cyber criminals and APT. Breaches continue to occur in record numbers, identification takes an exorbitantly long
time, and the most preferred target is an organizations human assets. What’s frequently overlooked is empowering human
assets to convert them into sensors that feed human vetted intelligence into your incident response teams. Every organization
has these human sensors, and there’s a natural desire for these employees to want to help. In this presentation, Joshua Nicholson will discuss how to reduce susceptibility to human-targeted attacks by providing immersive simulated phishing and how to
empower users to be human sensors that can recognize and report suspected attacks, thus reducing the attack detection window.

• Phishing has become the most common way that cyber criminals attack
• Humans can be empowered to become sensors to help organizations fight these attacks
• This presentation will discuss how to reduce susecptibility to these attacks and the attack detection window
Joshua Nicholson, Vice President, Professional Services, PhishMe

Josh is our Professional Services leader with over 20 years of cyber security and IT experience. He brings many years of
hands on Information Security engineering, consulting, incident response, operations, and management expertise. Over his
career he has personally managed, designed, and built cyber security defense and monitoring systems, coordinated countless
real world cyber security incidents, conducted security assessments of Fortune 1000 companies, and presented on cyber
threats to executive management clients for large financial services companies. He is also a regular speaker at several
industry conferences and events. As Vice President of Professional Services, he is responsible for the strategic and tactical
execution of the company’s global professional services, consulting, and managed services functions.

11:00

Live Hack: I’m in Your Bank
Anders will show live how he hacks a bank account without the victim even knowing, using a man-in-the-middle attack against
the two-factor authentication.

• Two-factor authentication is no silver bullet
• Trust no one
Anders Nilsson, IT Security Expert, ESET

Anders Nilsson is a renowned Swedish IT security expert working for ESET in Sweden. Anders has more than 15 years of
industry experience in IT-security, system administration and programming. He has a keen interest in malware and hacking
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Bridging the Gap Between Security and DevOps
Join John Smith, Senior Security Architect at Veracode where he explores the key pain points that are often felt between the
security and DevOps teams which inevitably leads to a slower remediation time and potentially a less secure application.

• How to automate your DevOps pipeline
• How to get to remediation quicker (whilst still keeping security high)
• How to improve the people and processes of a DevOps programme
John Smith, Senior Security Architect, Veracode

John Smith is the leading security expert in EMEA for application security specialists, Veracode. John has extensive experience
advising some of the world’s largest organisations on information security and building tailored strategies to leverage the
correct balance of people, process and technology to secure the application layer. John has over ten years’ experience in IT and
software security, specialising in web application security, security testing and vulnerability management. Before joining Veracode
John worked as a Senior Security Architect at Sanctum and Watchfire, which became IBM’s application security practice after an
acquisition in 2007.

12:30

Next Generation Security Operations: Analytics driven Modular SOC Design for the Digital Enterprise
The session will talk about BT’s experience on building next generation SOCs using big data and security analytics. It will focus
on some transformational cyber defence engagements that BT has undertaken and how these have enabled organisations to
stay at the top of their game.

• What is cyber defence?
• Why building next gen SOCs is a complex task and how to get it right?
• How next gen SOCs help organisations better their security posture?
Aarthi Krishna, Head of Security, Nordics, BT Security
Marc Walker, Head of Cyber Defence, BT Security
Aarthi has over a decade’s experience in the field of information security. Her interest lies in a range of areas
including security architectures, privacy and trust, security strategy and risk management, and cyber defence.
She has experience working on large scale security transformation programs in the UK and has advised
organisations on building secure architectures, strategic roadmaps, treating risk as a board item and security
governance. Aarthi holds a PhD in IT Security from Macquarie University, Australia, a master’s degree in IT from Technical
University of Hamburg and a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and Engineering from the University of Madras. In
her current role, she is responsible for BT’s security practice in the Nordics and works closely with the CISO community
of global organisations spanning various industries.
Marc is a Cyber Defence Consultant, qualified Enterprise Architect and Business Strategist guiding organisations to deliver transformational cyber defence strategies and security operations. His experience spans a
range of key sectors including, Health, Education, Banking &amp; Finance, Defence, Government (Local and
Central), FMCG, Oil and Gas, Pharmaceutical and Media and Publishing. Marc’s experience and capabilities includes:
• Design of business and service models for security operations
• Specification of transformational roadmaps and target operating models
• Specialist capability in the emerging fields of ontology design and information architecture
• Strategies to support the application of cyber standards such as STIX, CAPEC and MAEC.
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The Visible Attack Surface – What it is and Why it Matters
Session outline: During this session you will learn what makes up the layers of the attack surface and how gaining visibility to
Indicators of Exposure (IOEs) can shrink it and more effectively contain incidents. Understand how network modelling and simulation can be used to visualize and analyse the attack surface and how to measure IOEs such as vulnerability density, remediation latency and network zoning compliance. Identify the best strategies for targeted elimination of IOEs. And, understand the
business impacts of using IOEs, such as response time improvements and risk reductions, as well as how CISOs are empowered
when company executives can see the attack surface to better understand threat exposures.

• Understand what makes up the layers of the attack surface and Indicators of Exposure
• Discover how network modelling and simulation can be used to visualize and analyse the attack surface
• Learn how CISOs empowered are when company executives can see the attack surface and understand threat exposures
Justin Coker, VP EMEA, Skybox

Justin Coker is VP EMEA at Skybox, an Evangelist in the Cyber Security field, having spoken at many keynote industry
events across EMEA. Justin has over 20 years of management experience with the last 17 years spent in the IT security
management sector.

13:30

8 Security Lessons from 8bit Games
What can Space Invaders teach us about attack path analysis? Mario about defending your users that are the weakest link?
Even Pac Man about focusing on the right goals? Join Gavin Millard, EMEA Technical Director of Tenable, who will explore the
lessons to be learned from the games many of us played years ago that are still valid in the reduction of security risks within all
of our infrastructures.

• How to game the system to get a high score in security
• How to gain insight into the attack path used by hackers to gain access to your data
• What cheats can be used to reduce the risk of data loss
Gavin Millard, Technical Director EMEA, Tenable Network Security

Gavin Millard is the EMEA Technical Director for Tenable Network Security. He works with medium and large enterprises
to help them address their technology and process challenges for the last 14 years. Trained as an ethical hacker, Gavin’s
deep understanding of how attackers approach a breach has empowered him to help hundreds of companies achieve and
maintain a trusted state for their IT infrastructure. Gavin is a respected thought leader, commenting publicly and speaking
about best practices, breach resolution, metric based security and operational efficiency. Prior to joining Tenable, Gavin
spent 9 years with Tripwire Inc. as the EMEA Technical Director, running the systems engineering team, helping drive product
roadmaps and working closely with customers to maximize their investment in security. Before Tripwire, Gavin worked in the
EMEA security channel with Computerlinks, consulting on emerging security technologies
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Identity for Everything – Securing and Automating High Volume Deployments
With today’s ever increasing business complexities surrounding security and access management, there are many challenges
enterprises are faced with regarding large volumes of identities, whether for people (employees and customers), devices or things - all
of which comprise the Internet of Everything. After identifying some of these common challenges, we will go on to discuss how to
potentially overcome them with the use of GlobalSign’s high-scale PKI and IAM solutions, enabling automated deployments of Digital
Certificates, while highlighting some interesting use cases along the way.

• Discuss the many challenges enterprises are faced with regarding managing large volumes of identities for people, devices 		
and things
• How to overcome these challenges with the use of GlobalSign’s high-scale PKI and IAM solutions enabling automated 		
deployments of Digital Certificates
• How GlobalSign plays an integral part in helping enterprises choose, implement and manage numerous security solutions,
while highlighting some interesting use cases
Govind Yadav, Senior Sales Engineer EMEA, GlobalSign

Govind carries over 11 years of extensive techno-commercial experience focused on Information security. He has worked in APJ
(Asia Pacific & Japan) territories and for the last 2 years has focused on the EMEA market. His foundation of technical expertise
stems from hands-on experience with various products from leading Information security vendors, such as SafeNet, Aladdin,
Entrust, Arcot, CA Technologies and now GlobalSign. One of his specialties is educating customers on high-level technologies
and products, thus simplifying the ‘complex sounding’ security story. Govind’s constant drive to introduce innovation in various
aspects has helped him achieve a rather unique position in a number of organizations he has worked for in the past.

14:30

Darkness in the Ukraine
Unsecured privileged accounts is a key instrument for advanced hackers. Get a brief introduction to the challenge with
privileged accounts and why privileged accounts represent a real risk for your business and security posture – and get a some
examples of real life breaches and what role privileged accounts played in them.

• Learn the role of Privileged Accounts in recent major breaches and best practices in mitigating this risk
• How can CyberArk help you discover current Privileged Account and risk surface
• How can you protect 3rd party remote vendor access, which in many cases is the entry point to external breaches to your enterprise
Andreas Nordenadler, Regional Manager, CyberArk

Andreas Nordenadler is the regional manager at CyberArk Software Sweden & Norway. Andreas work with key partners, auditors and
customers in the region as a trusted expert within privileged account security. CyberArk is the only security company laser-focused
on striking down targeted cyber threats, those that make their way inside to attack the heart of the enterprise. Dedicated to stopping
attacks before they stop business, CyberArk is trusted by the world’s leading companies — more than 40% of the Fortune 100 — to
protect their highest-value information assets, infrastructure and applications. Before joining Cyberark Andreas has held various key
positions within IT Security - spanning from Blue Coat to Microsoft as Product Manager, Sales Manager and Technical Evangelist.
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Security Through Obscurity: Are Enterprise Level Printers & Scanners my Friends or Enemies?
What is that tool you have never ever involved into your security forensic processes? When your company get a security related
incident which tool will not be suspected of by your IT Security Experts? Generally speaking, your IT team do not want to
look under the hood and implement restrictions – everybody is just happy because everything just works fine. I dare say, this
approach would lead to a real threat! Let me explain and prove it. If you are interested in, feel free to follow my presentation at
the Demo Section!

• Feel free to look under your hood – No more Security through obscurity!
• Why do you trust in an enterprise level printer/scanner?
• How many time did you order a penetration test at your company? And how many times were your ”widespread-trusted”
printers/scanners got involved in?
Balázs Hambalkó, IT Security Consultant

Balazs is a Penetration tester, Researcher and SQL fan. He has always had a strong fascination with Network Security (Layer
2), MsSQL related security issues, and he is also interested in exploit development. He started his career in IT Security field 16
years ago with Reverse Engineering. Now he performs web application tests, exploit developments, infrastructure tests and
configuration reviews. Sometimes he is asked for an MsSQL Performance Tuning project. He spends his free time with developing
his ability in kernel exploits field (including ARM), hiking, or playing table-tennis.Balazs proudly holds the Offensive Security
Certified Professional (OSCP), Offensive Security Certified Expert (OSCE), Certified Security Analyst (ECSA), Certified Ethical
Hacker (CEH), MsSQL 2012 MCSA, MsSQL 2008 MCTS and MCT.

10:30

Practical Guidance for Establishing and Monitoring Security Baseline Standards
In this session the speaker will go into the best practices for establishing and monitoring Security Baseline Standards. Different
approaches and objectives will be discussed.

• The objectives for Security Baseline Standards
• Real world examples of different approaches
• Do’s and don’t: The pitfalls of monitoring Security Baseline Standards
Arend Kooderings Clemens, CISA, Tripwire

Arend is a security professional with many years of professional experience. Since the mid nineties, before the big Internet
hype, he already became of professional in network- and endpoint- security. The last 10 years his focus was on IT GRC and he
has been involved in many compliance and security monitoring projects in different verticals like banking, telco, energy and
automotive throughout Europe, Middle East and Africa. Since 1 year Arend is working for Tripwire as a senior presales engineer.

11:00

Are Firewalls the Weak Link in an SSL World?
Cyber criminals are growing more sophisticated and evasive in their attacks. As SSL becomes the de-facto standard for all
Internet traffic, hidden threats such as malware pose a risk to uninspected SSL traffic. Attackers use novel techniques to deploy
and hide web-based malware, often undetected by a firewall. Without security tools to inspect SSL traffic, attacker actions can
go undetected. During this presentation F5 will discuss the implication of growing SSL traffic and what you need to do to keep
your orgnisation safe from unwanted threats.
Åsa Persson, F5 Networks Sweden

Åsa works as account manager at F5 Networks. She is an energetic and high performance IT Sales woman with over 18 years
of experience. Started the career with hardware, educating people on the difference between a hub, switch and router, moving
in to Security. In her role at F5 she is helping customers all over Sweden getting an easier platform to manage, a more cost
effective IT environment and at the same time making sure their applications are available, fast and secure.
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Strengthen Compliance and Governance with Defensive Controls and Forensic Analysis
To Enable management and IT staff to securely access and manage – Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) from a mobile
device, servers and networks in order to reduce the time, resources and cost needed to maintain security, compliance, risk and
good governance.

•Why increase visibility of critical data across the enterprise, NAS devices and heterogeneous networks
•Why Strengthen internal controls with protection from unwanted changes and limits control
•Why Streamline compliance reporting for internal policies and external regulations
Asif Kabani, Executive Director, ISDRC

Asif A. Kabani International Advisor - Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Internet for Things (IOT) Expert in Capacity
Building, Climate Change, Disaster Risk Management (DRR/DRM), Democracy, Governance, Human Rights, Freedom of
Expression, Big Data, Sustainable Development Goals, Information Communication Technology, Internet of Things (IOT), Information Security, INTERNET Governance, Contract Administration, Procurement, Program and Project Management. He has
more then 15 years of experience working as International Consultant, Director, Technical Advisor, Project Manager and Head
of Research & Projects with worlds leading International Organization and Donor Agencies namely Aga Khan Development Network (AKDN), Asian Development Bank (ADB), British High Commission - Foreign Commonwealth Office (FCO) UK, IOM, United
Nations (UN) office Geneva, UN system UNDP, UNESCO, UNICEF, UNODC, UNHCR and Worldbank. His special focus areas are
Climate Change, Democracy, Human Rights, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), ICT, Freedom of Expression,Internet
Governance (IG) and Internet of Things (IOT).

13:00
		

Ukrainian Cybergeddon: From Fake Digital Signature to e-Governance Critical Infrastructure 		
Shutdown
The national legal framework was adjusted to allow for online submission of income and property declarations of all officials
and civil servants. The automated information system for online filing of income statements of public officials was also developed with support of UNDP in Ukraine and launched on August 15, 2016. But IT security audit revealed the serious threads for
other critical resources. Because of this it works as autonomous system and do con connected to basic government resources.
Problems with lunching of on-line income declaration submission system for civil servants which could allow to increase transparency of the public officials’ income and their accountability uncovered weaknesses in cybersecurity rules in Ukraine and
caused developing new legislations on using digital signature.

• Digital signature as key element of e-governance system
• Cybersecurity regulations as tool of making order from chaos
• Legal basis for cybersecurity strategy.
Dr. Oleksander Tsaruk, Chief Advisor to the Committee on ICT for the Ukrainian Parliament

Dr. Oleksandr Tsaruk has been a Chief Advisor on the Committee of Informatization and Informational Technologies at the
Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine since March 2013. There, he works to provide the committee with policy analysis and
legislation improvements on e-commerce, e-communications, informational technologies, and internet governance. He is also
affiliated with ICANN as Ukraine’s GAC representative, is a council member of the IDN ccTLD. Oleksandr has also been selected
by the Next Generation Leaders Program of the Internet Society as Internet Engineering Task Force 92 meeting Fellow.
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Expert Panel: Effective Utilization of Private Companies in At-Risk Infrastructure
A continuous burden is placed not only on private entities, but also on governments to ensure security of services/systems.
However, governments are not able to guarantee cyber-security alone, this workshop seeks to focus on understanding the
strategic use of private IT Sec companies to support critical/essential service providers within government projects and
infrastructure.

•
•
•
•
•

The Context for service providers in government, best practices from Estonia & the industries they serve
Coordination of findings/supporting supervision
Gap Analysis: where are the cracks in the armor, the Ukraine example
Situational Awareness-where has the private sector jumped in?
The London Method
Sven Kivvistik,
EISA

13:45

Andreas
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Transport for
London

Expert Panel: International Incident Management & Contingency Testing
While many organizations go to great lengths to protect themselves from an attack, they still happen. What are best practices
from around the world on how to deal with such an attack, and how to move forward. Hear international case studies and best
practices from the private and public sector.

•
•
•
•
Aapo Cederberg,
GCSP

14:15

Incident management of organizations to handle incidents, key aspects or collaboration and capabilities
Plans and Policies in Sweden
The Multii-lateral Response & the Armed Forces role?
Exporting Best Practices
Oleksandr Tsaruk,
UA Parliament

Sven Kivvistik,
EISA

Kjetil Stormark,
Editor,
Aldrimer.no

Michele Hanson,
Transport for
London

Anders Nilsson,
IT Security Expert,
ESET

Hybrid Operations: A New Face of Warfare?
War is always widespread and encompasses all forms of warfare. Hence, hybrid warfare can be seen as operations in all possible
domains and with all possible means. The target is society. Main targets are our vulnerabilities of modernity. Cyber-attacks and
information operations compose the spearheads of hybrid warfare.

• What is a hybrid war?
• Who is conducting hybrid operations?
• How to build hybrid cyber defense in a modern society
Aapo Cederberg, Associate Fellow, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, (GCSP)

Mr Aapo Cederberg was a Senior Programme Advisor in the Emerging Security Challenges Programme within the GCSP from
2013 to 2015. Mr Cederberg was the Secretary General within the Finnish Ministry of Defence of Finland overlooking the Security
Committee from 2007 to 2013. He was the Head of Strategic Planning in the Ministry for two years and has also held various
positions including Commander of the Häme GBAD Battalion, Permanent Mission of Finland to the Organisation for Security and
Co-operation in Europe, Head of Arms Control Section, Air Defence officer at South Finland Military Area and many more. Mr
Cederberg is an alumnus of GCSP’s ETC Course and has successfully completed the 178th National Defence Course, the High
Command Course 20 and many other training courses.
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Can Public Cloud Solutions be Made Safe for Business? What is the Alternative?
Free consumer-grade solutions such as Dropbox offer a hassle-free solution for users, but prove to be an immense challenge to
enterprise IT and security teams.

• Solve the “Dropbox problem” with Enterprise connectors
• Discover a way to make the cloud more secure, manageable, and compliant Accellion logo | Full Color
• Learn what to look for in an enterprise-grade solution
Stefan Korsbacken, Regional Manager, Nordics & Benelux, Accellion

Mr. Korsbacken is an experienced and driven Sales Professional with more than 20 years experience from the Information Security Industry. With an entrepreneurial mindset having built and structured Go-To-Market organizations for
MSSP´s, Security and Technology Vendors. The past 10 years spend developing Strategic Alliances and Partner Sales
Organizations for the Enterprise Market. Prior to joining Accellion, he served as Partner & Alliance Manager for Splunk
EMEA North, where he was responsible for driving significant double digit growth. Prior to Splunk, Korsbacken ran the
Nordic & Benelux Partner and Alliance business for HP Enterprise Security. Prior to HP Enterprise Security, Korsbacken had
a leadership position as Channel Leader for IBM Security Solutions Nordics & Baltics.

10:30

The Corporate perimeter is Disappearing, how to Protect Users Anytime & Anywhere
The IT landscape has shifted dramatically and the corporate perimeter is disappearing. This is putting huge pressure on your
traditional appliance-based security infrastructure, which was designed to protect servers in the corporate data center. In this
cloud-centric, mobile-first world, how can you protect all your users, apps, and devices, wherever they are? Tony Fergusson, IT
Infrastructure Architect at MAN will illustrate how the MAN Diesel & Turbo team reinvented their security architecture using cloudbased technologies and building security into the network to protect 15.000 users over 100 locations in 50 countries. Christopher
Hodson, Senior Director Office of the CISO at Zscaler will elaborate on why many IT organizations are choosing to adopt a cloudbased approach to securely enable mobility, cloud applications and social media, while ensuring compliance and reducing risk.

• Protect users from advanced threats: why traditional security appliances are failing
• How to embrace cloud with full visibility and control of Shadow IT and allow users to access their applications without 		
network-layer visibility
• Getting real-time visibility and control: mine billions of user transactions in seconds to quickly identify gaps in security 		
and ensure compliance with corporate policies
Tony Ferguson, IT Architect, Man Diesel & Turbo
Christopher Hodson, Senior Director Office of the CISO, Zscaler
Tony Fergusson is an Infrastructure architect, working with many technologies within the Enterprise with a focus
on the Security. Tony has over 20 years of experience in the IT industry and has been recently focusing his
efforts on how to secure the enterprise and the internet of things using emerging technologies like software
defined networking and cloud security.
Before joining Zscaler, Christopher spent his career working in the end-user arena, with market-leading organisations
primarily in the financial services, legal and retail sectors. He has held roles as designer, architect and head of function
in both a consultant and employee capacity. Most recently Christopher was the Head of Information Security Strategy
& Architecture at Waitrose where he was responsible for defining their cyber security strategy and the building of a
security capabilities framework.
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Built upon the experience and capability many of the Nordics largest enterprises and Governments have benefited from,
delivered by the VMWare World 2016 Best of Show award winning solution provider. In the session we will share how you
can attain business agility and security across the data center and your cloud platforms through visualization, automation
and orchestration of security policies--all from a single pain of glass.

• Learn to accelerate IT service delivery & increase business agility from weeks or days to minutes to implement requested
changes.
• Unify & enforce network security controls across physical, virtual & cloud environments-Manage Azure, ASW, OpenStack
and NSX policy changes.
• Audit-Readiness: automated graphical views and detailed reporting against the enterprises Unified Security Policy, when
and however needed.
Nick Ellenden, Regional Sales Manager - Nordics, Ukraine and CIS, Tufin

Nick is responsible for all regional activities and business across his region helping clients, through partners, to bridge
the gap between their desired compliance position and their current state, whilst driving down the cost and improving
staff retention through the Tufin Network Security Policy Orchestration suite and it’s capabilities. Nick has spent over
20 years working in the Information Security world across Nordic, EMEA and Global roles with vendors such as Nokia,
McAfee/Intel Security, Fireeye and Centrify and in such providers as Interoute and with BT, across all verticals including
Government, Defense and Security, Enterprise, Finance, Service Provider and Retail.

Ransomware-as-a-Service

13:00

 his session identifies the scope of the threat landscape and how it compares to more advanced threats in organizations?
T
Which threats are organizations facing on a daily basis and how do we protect our data?

• Traditional BadCode vs Advanced future Badcode
• Malware has become a BILLION Dollar Business
• How to Tackle the threat
Joseph Abou-Haidar, Sales Engineer, Bitdefender

Joseph Abou-Haidar is a Sales Engineer focussing on Endpoint Security at Bitdefender. He began his career in IT security
many years ago and has been following the evolution of maliciuos code and how to tackle this threat throughout his career.
As more organizations over the years are moving to virtual infrastructures, Joseph has been researching the threat landscape in virtual environments and what kind of strategy we will use to address the issues we encounter.

Session Canceled: SecuTABLET - Secure Mobile Communication

Session Canceled

13:30

The SecuTABLET is a solution for secure voice and data communication available on a customary tablet. The product is primarily
intended for users working for state authorities requiring a secure communication infrastructure. The SecuTABLET successfully
combines user-friendliness and security in accordance with the VS-NfD (classified – for official use only) security level.

• Simple and intuitive operation in the typical Android environment
• Business and personal applications can be used simultaneously, without any special training
• Can be easily adapted to support user devices currently available on the market
Dr. Christoph Erdmann, Managing Director, Secusmart

Christoph Erdmann is Managing Director and is the head of technology and product management. He previously worked as
Technology Manager at NOKIA. A specialist for digital voice processing, he holds numerous patents and has various publications
in his field. In 2006 he was awarded the Borchersplakette from the RWTH Aachen for his exceptional scientific work. While there
he also wrote his dissertation - for which he received the renowned E-Plus award in 2004. With his passion for jogging, Christoph
Erdmann has already successfully completed several marathons. He is married and has five children.
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Hybrid Cloud Security
The session will look at the Hybrid Cloud Security Challenges, compare on site and cloud security strategies and where the two
meet. Finally some recommendations as on how Trend Micro view on Hybrid Cloud Security.
Bharat Mistry, Cyber Security Consultant, Trend Micro

Bharat has 20 years of experience as an information security professional. Prior to joining Trend Micro in October 2014,
Bharat worked in the CTO Office for HP Enterprise Security Services. Drawing upon his experience in all areas of security,
Bharat works with CISOs providing industry subject matter expertise in the development of Information Security strategies
linking in-depth security defences to the business requirements. Bharat focuses on major global clients in the Manufacturing,
Oil & Gas, Financial Services, Telecommunications and Retail markets.

14:30

Hyper-Scale Cloud Improves Cybersecurity in your Organization & Everywhere
Aki Siponen, National Technology Officer, Microsoft

Aki Siponen works in the role of National Technology Officer at Microsoft Finland. His main responsibilities include helping
customers in adoption of novel technologies and working with government and public sector stakeholders to enable advanced
digitalization concepts and safety and security in the digital world. Formerly he has held positions in government, consulting
and energy sector. He is currently member of the board in Information Society Development Centre TIEKE and has been a board
member of Association of ICT Professionals TIVIA, Public Sector ICT Board and National Standardization Board. He holds a
M.Sc. in Electrical Engineering from Aalto University and dreams of easier ways to create insights from data.
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Security Analytics Demystified: The Why, What, How and Where
Behavior analytics and unsupervised machine learning can now answer the question that has plagued information security
practitioners since day one: How do I know when something is happening in my environment that shouldn’t? This session
looks at real world use cases of applied behavior analytics that address critical security problems such as insider threats, data
theft, cyber security, and abuse of privileged access, to name a few. Featuring insights from years of customer experience.

• Key analytical capabilities and how best to acquire them
• What use cases to tackle first and how to measure success
• Understanding the impact on data privacy and big data
Chris Bell, COO, Securonix

Chris is the Chief Operating Officer and part of the founding team at Securonix where he helped establish Securonix as the
market leader in security analytics. Previously, Chris was a founder of Evantix, where he led the development of the world’s
first supplier chain risk reporting bureau. Prior to Evantix, Chris held senior manager positions at Deloitte and Ernst & Young
within their respective IT security and risk management practices. Chris is a regular speaker on the topic of applied security
analytics and it implications on the fields of information security, privacy, fraud, and big data.

10:30

The Uncomfortable Reality - Security Hygiene is Broken
There is no silver bullet for endpoint security risk, and even the most advanced point solution will be ineffective without the
fundamentals of security hygiene, but that’s just the beginning. Basic security measures will stop the majority of the unsophisticated attacks, but what about attackers using more advanced methods to ruin your day? What if your estate is highly
distributed, overly-complex, and constantly under attack? How do you hunt without visibility of your entire estate and the
ability to evaluate what is normal/abnormal behaviour? With just one server, Tanium allows you to ask a question of millions
of endpoints, get a response in 15 seconds, make a decision quickly, and take action on an objective. This speed and scale
gives you the advantage over the most advanced attacker, and in today’s dynamic computing environments, the ability to
see, observe, and interpret what is around you is crucial in order to successfully operate and defend your estate.

• You want always to be the hunter, and never the hunted
• Hewlett Packard Enterprise will also be on stage to explain why they trust Tanium to protect their customers across the 		
Nordics
• The foundations of good security hygiene
• How to discover unknown attacks with Tanium
• Why Hewlett Packard Enterprise trusts Tanium
Tyler Oliver, Senior Director of Technical Account Management, Tanium

Tyler Oliver is a Director of Technical Account Management in EMEA for Tanium, Inc. Based in the UK, Tyler is focused on
developing incident response capbililities for clients using the Tanium platform. Tyler also regularly assists clients and partners
in developing their enterprise detection and response skills. Prior to joining Tanium, Tylerworked as a consultant responding to
large targeted enterprise breaches, high-tech crime investigations, and litigation support in both the US and EMEA markets.
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Protect your e-mail Channel; the Blocket Success Story
Email is the number one threat vector for enterprises today: Business Email Compromise is costing companies billions globally and consumer phishing is at an all-time high. Corporate identity spoofing is destroying brand loyalty with customers and
has become a board-level concern for companies. It’s time to secure the email channel and protect our employees, business
partners and customers against today’s targeted email attacks. Learn from one of Sweden’s most recognizable brands –
Blocket – on how they are protecting themselves against email fraud today.

• Why reducing security risk vectors in the email channel is now a board-level concern
• What is the potential impact for the business when not implementing email authentication
• How you can protect your employees and customers from vulnerabilities in the email channel
Thomas Bäcker, Head of Customer Security, Blocket
Olle Lillsebbas, Digital Brand Consultant, CSC
Neil Hammet, Manager, Sales Enablement, Email Security Products, Proofpoint
Thomas Bäcker is Head of Customer Security at Blocket.se, Sweden’s biggest marketplace for selling and buying goods
online through a classified advertising website. With over 5million unique visitors a week turning to Blocket to buy and
sell second-hand items, it is one of the top 10 most recognized brands in Sweden. Prior to heading up customer security,
Thomas spent 20 years with the Stockholm police as Detective inspector and fraud investigations coordinator.
Olle Lillsebbas is a digital brand consultant for CSC® Digital Brand Services with responsibility for many key CSC
clients throughout Northern Europe. His responsibilities include providing strategic advice on domain management,
cyber security and brand protection issues as well as ensuring a high-quality service for his clients.
Neil Hammet heads up the global Sales Enablement team at Proofpoint for Email Fraud Defense. Neil has been in
the brand & fraud protection industry for many years, helping organisations take control of their digital identity.
Prior to Return Path, Neil was supporting new business efforts around Email Fraud Protection and Digital brand
Management at Return Path, Corporation Services Company (CSC), previously Melbourne IT.

11:30

Compromised Credentials – The Silent Attacker
The year 2016 can be called a milestone year by the amount of published data that has been leaked in the underground. The
volume of breached data available on the Dark Web is approximately 1.5 billion records, which is close to 50% of the number
of Internet users on the planet. The proactive approach of obtaining corporate compromised credentials for organizations
mitigates risk, data exfiltration and enforces corporate IT security policies and procedures. Immediate notification and
remediation of compromised credentials is key to the organization’s security operations and protects network assets and
employees. InfoArmor’s CISO/CTO Christian Lees will discuss the implications of these compromises and the methods and
tactics bad actors use to sell and extort these credentials on the Dark Web. In addition, he will discuss how keeping credentials secure should be a priority within an organization.

• Understanding the ramifications of compromised credentials
• How Cybercriminals are using them
• Why compromised credentials are important to your organization and employees
Christian Lees, CISO/CTO, Infoarmor

Christian Lees has over 20 years of IT security industry experience with industry-leading organizations. For the past 7 years
as CISO/CTO for InfoArmor, Inc., he is directly responsible for the development and implementation of InfoArmor’s Employee
Protection Solution and the award-winning VigilanteATI Advanced Threat Intelligence platform. In addition, Mr. Lees oversees
the IT security and business systems at InfoArmor. Prior to joining InfoArmor, Mr. Lees has worked for well-known technology
and IT security companies, including Trustwave, Level 3, MCI and IBM performing vulnerability assessment, intrusion detection
and DDoS mitigation. He has also worked with several law enforcement agencies to investigate cybercrimes. Mr. Lees is an
accomplished speaker and is frequently quoted in various top-tier IT security publications.
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Ransomware Defense
Ransomware is a getting a lot of attention and to defend against it you need to an innovative all-encompassing approach.

• Prevent ransomware from getting into the network and stop it before it gains control
• Detect and contain it from expanding to additional systems and network areas
• Perform incident response to fix the vulnerabilities and areas that were attacked
Henrik Bergqvist, Area Manager, Cyber Security, CISCO
Erkan Djafer, Consulting Systems Engineer, Security, CISCO
Henrik Bergqvist manages the Cisco Cyber Security sales in Sweden, managing a direct and virtual team with
sales, channel and pre-sales. Henrik has worked 15 years at Cisco in various positions such as Consulting Systems
Engineer, Systems Engineer manager and AM.

Erkan Djafer (CISSP) possess over 7 years of progressive experience working in IT. In his current role as a Consulting
Systems Engineer for Cisco Systems in Sweden he’s responsible for leveraging his knowledge as a trusted advisor in
the field of Cyber Security. He’s an experienced professional in network security, complex implementations of cloud
and appliance based security. His specialty is in Cloud-Based security solutions. He’s also an active blog writer, twitter
user and was a security-memorialist for the Swedish computer Magazine ”DATORMAGAZIN”. @erkandjafer.

13:00

How Adaptive Threat Intelligence can Define your Response to new IoT threats
As the number of IoT devices rapidly increases, Enterprises are seeing huge changes in their vulnerable attack surface. This
talk discusses how Enterprises can make use of the latest Adaptive Threat Intelligence technologies to better understand
the threats to their organisation and tailor targeted responses to those threats.

• Fortify your business and protect your network, systems and data against even the most sophisticated attacks
• Use network-based services to help protect Internet connections, ensure applications stay up and running, and make 		
certain stakeholders have access to the tools necessary to conduct business
• Gain visibility of security threats impacting your business
Bryn Norton, Director Solutions Architecture and Security EMEA, Level 3 Communications

Bryn Norton is Director Solutions Architecture and Security EMEA at Level 3 Communications, where he is responsible for
steering customers and partners towards security best practice across the region. He runs Level 3’s Security Practice and
Solutions Architecture Team (SAT), a group of technology consultants focused on adding value to customer experience and
bringing industry expertise to bear. Bryn develops and delivers security solutions for a range of customers – from national
infrastructure organisations through to global enterprises – driving the quality and assurance required to help meet today’s
business challenges. He is dedicated to improving communications between locations, users and customers.
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Managing User Risk: How to Constrain, Control and Empower
This presentation will take you through the gaps in adopting common approaches to managing user risk. It will then
introduce you to the principle of least privilege and how that can be used to effectively gain control over your user risk by
enabling you to empower your users rather than just constrain or control. All without impacting productivity.

• How to think of user access in terms of risk
• Where the key areas of risk are
• How to effectively manage user risk to deliver significant benefit to your environment
Brian Chappell, Director, Technical Services EMEA & APAC, BeyondTrust

Brian has more than 25 years of experience across a broad spectrum of organisations from focused system integrators
through to global enterprises. He has held senior roles in most IT functions including Support, Operations, R&D and Consulting
with companies including Amstrad plc, BBC Television and GlaxoSmithKline. With an in-depth understanding of technology,
business and the challenges in bringing them together securely, Brian and his team help to advise organisations of all sizes on
practical security implementations utilising BeyondTrust’s leading vulnerability and privilege access management platform.

14:00

The Enterprise Immune System: Using Machine Learning for Next-Generation Cyber Defense
Based on unsupervised machine learning and probabilistic mathematics developed by specialists from the University of
Cambridge, new ‘immune system’ technologies are capable of learning the ‘self’ of an organization. By analyzing every network,
device, and user, and modeling them as they go about their day-to-day activity, the Enterprise Immune System can establish a
highly accurate understanding of normal behavior. It can therefore spot abnormal activity as it emerges, and even take precise,
measured actions to automatically curb the threat.

•
•
•
•

How new machine learning and mathematics are automating advanced cyber defense
Why 100% network visibility allows you to detect threats as they happen, or before they happen
How smart prioritization and visualization of threats allows for better resource allocation and lower risk
Real-world examples of unknown threats detected by ‘immune system’ technology
Sam Alderman-Miller, Cyber Security Account Executive, Darktrace

Wednesday, 26th of October
n T3 EXECUTIVE ROOM
13:00

Workshop: Malware Forensics Seeing the unSeen
As computer use increases across all fields, cyber criminals have increased access to maliciously attack vital computational
infrastructure to obtain or misuse information illegally. This means also that a crime scene extends to the digital world in search
for evidence. During this workshop, Ahmed will be demonstrating and teaching various techniques to extract and investigate any
digital evidence. Additionally, we will also discuss some areas where an investigator can extract data from digital mediums. The
presentation includes is designed for beginners up to intermediates and includes:
• Intro: Digital Forensics concepts, and relevance in any sector. • Evidence: what it is/is not, how to extract it. (Including the
court general rules for admissibility). • Evidence: what it is/is not, how to extract it. (Including the court general rules for
admissibility). • Differentiating: conventional and smart evidence extraction. • Tools: how to extract evidence (with live 		
demo). • Source of evidence in your organization. • Case Studies: Extracting and understanding evidence from: 1 Networks,
2 Malware evidence from Memory, 3 Computers (windows registry) • Conclusions and Recommendations, Q/A

• Grasp a full overview on Digital forensics concept, Importance, and deployment in your organization.
• Getting a solid understanding about Digital evidence and distinguishing between conventional and smart evidence
extraction.
• Have a deep insight on the most crucial digital areas that are considered very essential for evidence gathering.
Ahmed M Neil, OWASP Local chapter leader and Public speaker

Ahmed M Neil. He is a well known thought leader in application security and Digital Forensics whose work focuses on
approaching to information security, Risk Analysis, and Digital Forensics. He holds a MSc in Information Systems - Computer
Forensics, Mansoura University, Egypt. He is available to travel for the purpose of consultation with other experts in the field of
security. He also is willing to train others so that they may share his methods, seminars, workshops and professional procedures.”
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Accellion
Agari
Algosec
Anomali
Avepoint
AVG Business
BeyondTrust
Bitdefender
Blue Frost Security
Bomgar
BT
Cisco
Copperberg
CSC & Proofpoint
Cudo, Securinox & Evry
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